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TAX INCENTIVES AS A FACTOR OF EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF DOMESTIC TOURISM INDUSTRY IN RUSSIA

Abstract

In the recent period, of significant importance is the topic of ensuring national security, which is based, in particular, on the possibilities of existence of economic systems under the conditions of isolation, the maximum use of one’s own internal resources to ensure import substitution. One of the types of such resources is recreational resources, which can be of interest both for the country’s citizens and foreign citizens. However, a significant impact of geopolitical problems on the development of the tourism industry makes it possible to effectively calculate and most objectively forecast revenues only from its internal component. In this regard, the problem of development of the domestic tourism industry is becoming increasingly relevant with a view to making a positive impact of the sector’s development on the welfare of the state as a whole and the creation of a favorable social climate for citizens. This article, on the basis of the methods of theoretical and empirical research, studies the peculiarities of development of the domestic tourism industry in Russia and examines the need in tax incentives for its effective development. Based on the analysis of the current state of the domestic tourism industry in Russia, the authors propose a division of the subjects of the tourism market, which are targeted by tax incentives, a new system for classifying domestic enterprises indicating the basic requirements and conditions for obtaining support, as well as specific measures of organizational and fiscal provisions for the growth of the domestic tourism market.
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INTRODUCTION

Problem statement. Tourism is one of the most promising and profitable sectors of the economy, while the tourism industry, as a branch of the national economy, has a huge impact on the indicators of the welfare and prosperity of the country both economically and socially. The key problem of development of the domestic tourism industry in Russia is related to the lack of incentives for the market participants, mainly related to economic and taxation fields, which make this sphere unprofitable from the point of view of investments and obtaining of a stable and high entrepreneurial income and, as a consequence, of the growth of its share in the country’s GDP.

1 The article was prepared within the framework of realization of the grant of the President of the Russian Federation for the state support of young Russian scientists Ph.D. MK-937.2017.6 on the topic “Development of measures of tax incentives and accounting provisions for the development of the domestic tourism industry in Russia”

E. Inskeep thought that the importance of effective tourism planning in ensuring economic benefit and sustainability is now widely recognized. His work introduces concepts of national and regional tourism planning and looks at the basic approaches, techniques and principles applied at this level. Tourism must be developed and managed in a controlled, integrated and sustainable manner (Inskeep, 1997).

J. Tribe’s edition is particularly overshadowed by the (near) global recession and its effect on recreation, leisure and tourism. The author agrees that it is impossible to predict the economic conditions that will prevail in the year when or the region where this book will be read. But it is important to understand what has happened over the course of economic business cycles to prepare for what may happen in the future. The important key topics of the book include: what are the economic impacts of leisure and tourism or how can economics be used to manage leisure and tourism? (Tribe, 2011).

N. Vanhove’s book provides a succinct guide to the economic aspects of tourism for students and practitioners alike to decipher the methods of measurement of supply, demand, trends and impacts. In nine chapters the author gives the economic characteristic of the tourism sector, to methods of measurement, tourism demand and supply, impacts and forecasting all with the focus on tourism destinations. International case studies are used throughout including tourism surveys in the UK and other European countries (Vanhove, 2010).

S. Bystrov widely considers the importance of domestic tourism for the socio-economic system of the country and its regions. In his work, he examines the statistical data and the results of marketing researches of the last years that give an idea of the trends of development of domestic tourism in the Russian Federation at the state level (Bystrov, 2016).

E. Dmitrieva, in her scientific work, pays attention to the role of state regulation in increasing the level of competitiveness of the tourist cluster with an example of the Nizhny Novgorod region of Russia (Dmitrieva, 2010).

V. Yanyushkin analyzes the financing of the tourism sector, including within the framework of federal targeted programs, and their combined impact on the development of the hotel services market in Russia. He also makes a short assessment of the influence of the Olympic Games on the development of the tourist cluster and its further effectiveness (Yanyushkin, 2012).


S. Kask, T. Kull, K. Orru and also Roger Wehrli, Hannes Egli, Martin Lutzenberger, Dieter Pfister, Jürg Stettler made big researches in the field of sustainable tourism. The goal of their studies to was learn more about tourists’ understanding of sustainable tourism and understanding of it by Russian tourist managers. The empirical survey with over 6,000 respondents in eight countries identifies the most relevant aspects of sustainable tourism from the tourists’ perspective. The paper by S. Kask, T. Kull, K. Orru adopts the concept of sustainable tourism as defined in the United Nations guide for sustainable strategy building. Sustainable tourism is understood as ‘tourism that respects local people and travellers, cultural heritage and the environment’. In order to develop a feasible strategy for sustainable tourism planning it is vital to take into account the most important key components (Kask et al., 2016; Wehrli et al., 2012).

The paper by O. Kozmenko, O. Poluliakhova, O. Iastremksa analyzes factors influencing the investment attractiveness of countries in the field of
tourism. It distinguishes groups of countries with different levels of investment attractiveness in the tourism industry based on the cluster analysis. The research’s result is a discriminant analysis, which helps to build a model for evaluating the relationship of indicators of tourism investment attractiveness of each of the selected clusters. It can be useful for Russian regions too (Kozmenko et al., 2015).

O. Kaurova considers groups of measures that make it possible to create economic conditions to attract large-scale investments in the sphere of tourism and gives them an investment assessment, as well as recommendations on the introduction of changes into the Tax Code of the Russian Federation (Kaurova, 2013).

V. Krivoruchko and A. Varvashtian describe possible approaches to improving the instruments of the state regulation of tourism. They pay much attention to identifying the problems of interaction between economic entities and state structures in terms of stimulating the development of the tourist complex in the regions, with the proposal of specific methods and mechanisms for their solution (Krivoruchko, Varvashtian, 2011).

Y. Markova believes that one of the main aspects, which increases the flow of investments in the tourism sector of the economy, is a state policy aimed to strengthen tourism activity. In her opinion, positive changes for the Russian economy consist in the creation of tourist and recreational zones with the formation of links in them in the form of tourist clusters as well as in the use of foreign experience (Markova, 2011).

D. Rotanova, M. Vasilyeva and N. Tarabayeva examine the general issues of tax incentives for entrepreneurial activities in Russia (Rotanova, and et., 2016).

However, the problems of the development of domestic tourism and the application of fiscal incentives remain insufficiently developed and need to be revised in view of changes in the domestic and world economies.

**Goal of the research** is to propose concrete measures of tax stimulation of the domestic tourism industry in Russia to ensure a significant positive growth of the domestic tourist market in the current economic conditions.

1. **THE MAIN RESULTS OF THE STUDY**

The effective development of domestic tourism is of great importance for the Russian Federation, which has a huge natural, climatic, historical and cultural-cognitive potential. According to the strategy for the development of tourism in the Russian Federation for the period until 2020 (Rasporiazhenie Pravitelstva...), the main task is the development and maximum realization of such tourism in Russia, which is regarded as a significant source of financial revenues for budgets of different levels.

Figure 1 shows the dynamics of outbound tourism of the Russian citizens and domestic tourist flows.

![Figure 1. Dynamics of outbound tourism of the Russian citizens and domestic tourist flows over the past 10 years, mln. people, according to the data (Ofitsialnaya statistika...)](image-url)
The presented dynamics shows that in the recent years, in the Russian Federation, considerable attention has been paid to the state policy in the sphere of domestic tourism. However, with quite impressive growth rates (more than 16 per cent over the last 3 years) of the domestic tourist flows, it is worth noting that in comparison with foreign countries (in the USA up to 80 per cent of the population travels inside the country), this indicator remains low (Bystrov, 2016).

Some indicators of activity of the tourism industry organizations in Russia are presented in Table 1.

According to the information presented at the official press conference of the Executive Director of the Association of Tour Operators of Russia Maya Lomidze on the topic: “The Tourist Industry of Russia: the results of 2016 and the prospects for 2017”, the money spent on outbound trips by Russian citizens in the period from 2015 to 2016 fell by 24 per cent (from 4,3 million US dollars to 3,2 million US dollars, respectively), on the other hand, there was a significantly increase by 88 per cent of the expenditures on domestic destinations from 5,5 million US dollars in 2015 to 10,5 million US dollars in 2016 (Press-konferentsiya ispolnitelnogo direktora Assotsiatsii ...).

Estimation of the demand for services in the sphere of domestic tourism in Russia for the last 4 years is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 (cont). Percentage of demand and its quarterly changes for the services of domestic tourism according to the survey of organizations engaged in tourism activities, according to the data (Ofitsialnaya statistika ...)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarters</th>
<th>Increase</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>Decrease</th>
<th>Rating balance (increase–decrease)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I quarter</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II quarter</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III quarter</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV quarter</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>–23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I quarter</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II quarter</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III quarter</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV quarter</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I quarter</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>–42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II quarter</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III quarter</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV quarter</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>–33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that there is some similarity between Russia and such leading tourist countries as the United States and China regarding their attractiveness for tourists characterized by favorable geographical location, large territory, natural and climatic diversity, many monuments of historical and cultural significance.

The USA occupies the first place in the world regarding the revenues obtained from tourism (in 2014, 177,2 billion US dollars). Tourism in the US not only amounts to 8 per cent of GDP, but also provides jobs for about 10 per cent of the entire workforce. It is important to note that the biggest share of revenues (up to 80 per cent) is generated not by international tourism, but by the domestic one. The share of domestic tourism in the US is quite high. The most common reasons for traveling inside the country include: visiting relatives and friends, shopping, gastronomic trips, beach holidays and visits to national parks. Thus, the US economy is much more tied to domestic tourism than to the out bound one.

Thus, the US economy is more dependent on the domestic tourism than the out bound one (Vnutrenniy turizm kak ...).

The efficiency of the domestic tourism industry in the US is ensured by the country’s high level of development, rich recreational resources, successful state policy in the field of tourism and the high level of entrepreneurial spirit of private capital. Despite insignificant financing of tourism from the state budget, its effective development is determined by the positive influence of socially responsible small and medium-sized businesses (small travel agencies, family motels, campsites and catering establishments, eco-farms for tourists, car rental firms, souvenir shops, art workshops, local tour operators, etc.), which have not been properly developed in Russia. At the same time, the development of the domestic tourism industry is influenced not so much by the federal as by state authorities, which have extensive rights (in particular, various forms of stimulation of small business development in this sector). The shortcomings include the absence of a clearly structured system of federal regulation of the sector and the mechanism for realizing its tax incentives.

The PRC (People’s Republic of China) is one of the world’s top three leaders in revenues from the tourism industry. The share of tourism in the formation of GDP is about 10 per cent. Tourism in China makes it possible to provide employment for about 10 per cent of the entire workforce. At the same time, the share of domestic tourism is more than 70 per cent (Vnutrenniy turizm kak ...).

In China, unlike the United States, there is a comprehensive system of state regulation in the field of domestic tourism. Domestic tourism is becoming increasingly popular in China. Indicators of its growth have been steadily increasing from year to year accompanied by constant monitoring and stimulation from the state (Ob opyte regulirovaniya razvitiya ...).
To ensure the growth of key indicators of the industry in China, the government of the country carries out a number of activities:

- simplification of rules for accessing the tourism services market, promotion of internationalization of the Chinese tourist companies and development of international cooperation in the field of tourism;

- harmonization of international and domestic standards for the provision of tourism services;

- improvement of domestic, international and regional mechanisms of cooperation in the field of tourism, establishment of interconnected networks of information and service provision to the industry;

- stimulation of charter flights for domestic transportation;

- constant development of new domestic tourist routes;

- stimulation of agrotourism, cognitive tourism, social tourism (in particular, tourism for elderly citizens);

- improvement of transport infrastructure, a system for assessing creditworthiness on the market, financial support for tourism by the state, control over prices for entrance tickets when visiting parks, cultural heritage sites, etc.

The tax policy implemented in the PRC uses the mechanisms of tax stimulation for the domestic tourism industry by means of incentives for small business entities when paying the following taxes: corporate income tax, value added tax, etc.

Thus, the law clearly states that if a taxpayer operates in the tourism sector, the sum of revenues of the tourist firm is a difference between the total amount of revenues (including extra duties) minus the cost of tourist services paid to the host tourist company, as well as the cost of accommodation, meals, transport and entrance fees paid for tourists to other organizations or individuals. Tax rates range according to the type of activity and the category of an enterprise (for example, small taxpayers), which makes it possible to ensure an acceptable level of tax burden on the developing or low profit businesses.

Indisputable positive aspects of the PRC’s policy in the field of domestic tourism include a well-coordinated system of state assistance, a clearly defined list of tasks for long-term development and effectively implemented mechanisms of tax incentives.

In Russia, for many years, domestic tourism traditionally was not given proper attention until significant changes in the conjuncture of the tourist market took place.

In Russia, since 2013, it is the first time that the share of tour operators engaged in domestic tourism exceeds 50 per cent, however, the objective factors of this situation include the reduction in the quality of life of the population, the fall of the national currency and, in the future, the closing of the most popular destinations for outbound tourism.

In order to attract private capital to domestic tourism, state support and incentives are often required (Inskeep, 1997). Since the state currently pays little attention to tax incentives for domestic tourism in Russia, taxation, in its current form, is a significant deterrent to the development of the tourism industry and requires revision of a number of tools and the mechanism of its implementation.

The modern Russian state seeks to create the necessary political and economic climate for successful implementation of market mechanisms, which can make it possible to regulate economic processes in the country, to respond flexibly to the dynamics of the global financial markets and to properly represent the country on the global stage. One of the most effective market mechanisms, which have been firmly established in the theory and practice of state influence on economic processes, is taxation.

Taxes, being a part of the financial and economic system, are a key element of state regulation of the economy. Forming the country’s tax system, the
The state pursues the goal of using it within the framework of the implemented financial policy. In this regard, it becomes a relatively independent sphere – a tax policy, which is a complex of financial, economic and legal measures of the state to create the country’s taxation system for the financial provision of activities of the state and certain social groups, for supporting sustainable development of the country’s economy by means of distribution and redistribution of financial and other resources. Realization of an effective tax policy is based on interrelated functions of taxes (Figure 2).

**Figure 2.** The functions of taxes through which an effective tax policy is realized

Incentive
aimed at supporting the development of certain industries, social groups, economic phenomena through the implementation of a system of benefits and exemptions

Disincentive
aimed at establishing for individual taxpayers (through special tax conditions) of economic barriers for their functioning and development. Under the conditions of economic sanctions, this can be, for example, increased rates of taxes and duties, additional procedures for tax registration, etc. (realization by the state of its protectionist economic policy), establishment of a tax on the export of capital, increased customs duties, etc.

Reproducing
aimed at accumulating (mobilizing) funds for the renewal of the used resources and maintaining them on an optimal level

**Figure 3.** Subjects of the tourism market, which are stimulated by tax incentives
In the modern conditions of functioning of the national economy, which is subject to the impact of crisis phenomena, sanctions and other foreign policy threats, in addition to the fiscal function that realizes the main goal of the tax – the formation of a state monetary fund by withdrawing a share of the income of enterprises and citizens to create material conditions for the functioning of the state and the fulfillment of its own functions, the regulating function and its stimulating subfunction become more and more relevant.

The traditional sectors of the Russian economy, which are stimulated by incentives of the state's tax policy on the federal and regional levels, include agriculture, small and medium-sized businesses, knowledge-based industries, etc. However, the changed economic conditions require from the state to pay attention to other promising industries that need budgetary support, tax privileges and preferences. In particular, domestic tourism is one of the sectors that urgently need state support through tax incentives. Moreover, the foreign policy situation has created all the prerequisites for taking advantage of the current favorable situation and giving impetus to the stimulation and wide dissemination of domestic tourism.

Considering the main components of the tourist product, which largely form its final value for the end users, it seems expedient to divide the subjects of the tourist market, which will benefit from tax incentives, into the categories shown in Figure 3.

One of the most vulnerable subjects of the tourist market are tourism companies, which, in our view, deserve particular attention under the tough conditions of doing business observed in recent years.

Tour operators and travel agents are mutually complementary subjects of the tourist services market, when the activity of a travel agent is impossible without interaction with a tour operator, but not vice versa. Therefore, the bringing of a tourist product to the final consumer can be schematically represented in the following way (Figure 4).

To support enterprises operating in the field of domestic tourism, it is expedient to establish requirements regarding the share of revenues from domestic tourism in their total revenues. Table 3 gives a classification of domestic tourist enterprises and requirements, the compliance with which will enable them to receive state support in the form of tax incentives.
### Table 3. Classification of domestic tourism enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Type of enterprise</th>
<th>Requirements and conditions for enterprises to obtain tax incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accommodation facilities for tourists</td>
<td>Carry out their activities and have state registration on the territory of the Russian Federation. Serve the citizens of the Russian Federation by charging them up to 80 per cent of the fees established for persons who do not have Russian citizenship or stateless persons. The revenues in the last financial year consist of the income from citizens of the Russian Federation (not less than 25 per cent) both for accommodation and additional services provided in the accommodation facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Food service establishments for tourists</td>
<td>Carry out their activities and have state registration on the territory of the Russian Federation. The revenues in the last financial year consist of the income (not less than 25 per cent) from servicing organized tourist groups, in which over 50 per cent are citizens of the Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Recreation facilities for tourists</td>
<td>Carry out their activities and have state registration on the territory of the Russian Federation. The revenues in the last financial year consist of the income (not less than 50 per cent) from servicing organized tourist groups, in which over 50 per cent are citizens of the Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Transport provision of tourists</td>
<td>Have state registration on the territory of the Russian Federation. Carry out flights to the cities in Russia, or to the cities in Russia and abroad under the condition that at least 50 per cent of the flights cover Russian cities. The revenues in the last financial year consist of the income (not less than 25 per cent) from servicing passengers who are Russian citizens and carrying out flights within the territory of the Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tour operators</td>
<td>Have state registration on the territory of the Russian Federation. The revenues in the last financial year consist of the income (not less than 50 per cent) from the sale of tourist products in the field of domestic tourism to Russian citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Travel agents</td>
<td>Carry out their activities and have state registration on the territory of the Russian Federation. The revenues in the last financial year consist of the income (not less than 50 per cent) from the sale of tourist products in the field of domestic tourism to Russian citizens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will present the most significant (from the point of view of the authors) measures of tax incentives for the designated categories of the tourist market subjects in the context of domestic tourism in Table 4.

1. **For tourists:**
   - introduction of a “recreational deduction” to reduce the tax burden on personal income tax. The size of deduction is determined depending on the time of the year of the tourist trip – 50 thousand Rubles in the period from May 1 to September 30 and 100 thousand Rubles from 1 October to 30 April. Temporary differentiation will help to balance the internal tourist flows reducing the influence of seasonality in some areas and popularizing new forms of recreation.

2. **For tourist firms:**
   - formation of a special tax regime, which includes as objects of taxation “revenues in the form of agency fees” at a rate of 5 per cent for travel agents and “revenues minus expenses” at a rate of 10 per cent for tour operators, provided that the income from the sale of the tourism product in the field of domestic tourism amounts to at least 50 per cent with subsequent reduction of the rate by 1 per cent and with an increase in the share by 10 per cent – up to 2 per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

3. **For accommodation facilities:**
   - full exemption from property tax on the property of legal entities and from land tax on new accommodation facilities for a period of 10 years from the moment of their commissioning;
   - a 50 per cent reduction on transport tax rates established in the region regarding the vehicles used to service tourists.

4. **For transport complex:**
   - application of the VAT rate of 0 per cent for domestic transportation of organized groups of tourists by all types of transport;
   - a 50 per cent reduction on transport tax rates established in the region regarding the vehicles used to service tourists.

It is understood that these measures will be implemented on a step-by-step basis with mandatory approbation within the framework of pilot
projects in the regions with tourist potential (the most attractive destinations, but the least developed in the tourist sense). First of all, this will make it possible to evaluate the economic effectiveness of implementation of measures and adjust their parameters in such a way that they meet the requirements of the industry’s development (increase in the internal tourist flows, popularization of recreation within the country, restoration of competitive advantages) and ensuring the profitability of the budgets of the Russian Federation.

Table 4. Proposed measures of tax stimulation for subjects of the tourist market in the context of domestic tourism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Legal acts, into which amendments are introduced</th>
<th>Agencies, which are in charge of this issue</th>
<th>Possible risks</th>
<th>Expected results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tax Code of the Russian Federation (addition to Chapter 23)</td>
<td>Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation</td>
<td>The risk of lack of demand for deductions from the taxpayer (low taxation culture). The risk of ambiguous interpretation of the law by the participants of tax relations. Additional state expenditures on the realization of the tax mechanism and subsequent tax administration. The risk of ineffective application of tax deductions (excess of expenditures over revenues from tourism enterprises)</td>
<td>Adaptation of the tax solution to the current economic situation. Reduction of tax burden on the personal income tax. Temporary differentiation will help to balance internal tourist flows, reduce the influence of seasonality in some areas and popularize new forms of recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Methodical recommendations on the application of Chapter 23 of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation</td>
<td>Federal Tax Service of the Russian Federation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The laws of the subjects of the Russian Federation on taxes (the tax on the property of organizations and transport tax)</td>
<td>Executive authorities of the subjects of the Russian Federation</td>
<td>Significant costs on realization of the tax mechanism and subsequent tax administration. The risk of long-term pay-offs and the possibility of misuse of tourist infrastructure facilities for which tax breaks are established</td>
<td>Stimulation of construction and significant expansion of accommodation facilities for tourists, including the developing tourist centers. Replacement of fixed assets (increase in aesthetic appeal and functionality, increase in the percentage of the used accommodation facilities). Provision of increased comfort of passenger transport in compliance with all safety requirements through the acquisition of new vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Legal acts of representative bodies of municipal entities on taxes (land tax)</td>
<td>Bodies of local self-government</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

The essence of applying incentives in tax relations is the obtaining of deferred financial benefits by the state with a positive social and investment effect. The realization of these measures will contribute to the creation of favorable conditions for the functioning of the domestic tourism industry in Russia, which currently needs state support, tax reliefs and the creation of simplified forms in taxation, accounting and reporting.

The proposed approach to the classification will make it possible to support the enterprises of domestic tourism by stimulating them to increase domestic tourist flows, to promote and popularize the national recreational and cultural sites, to contribute to sustainable development of the whole tourist industry even under the conditions of temporary isolation of the state. In addition, the proposed requirements and conditions can be ranked in proportion to the volume of the obtained tax benefits, which will also make it possible to differentiate enterprises in order to ensure tax fairness.

It is also possible to use the organizational incentive measures, which are already reflected in the federal law of March 2, 2016 № 49-FZ “On amendments to certain legislative acts of the Russian Federation to improve legislation regulating the tourism activity”: organization of tourist information centers, lower level of financial provision to domestic tourism compared with outbound tourism, the lack of need for tour operators to form a reserve fund and personal responsibility fund in carrying out activities in the field of domestic tourism, etc.

As a result, the development of domestic tourism in Russia will make it possible to achieve a multiplicative effect: to raise the employment of the population, to create a favorable image of the country, to increase budget revenues, to develop infrastructure and improve the living standards of the population.
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